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Our pruning machines for dry and green cutting are operating 
machines applied in front of the tractor, equipped with one or 
more cutting units and operated by means of an independent 
hydraulic tank of 80 lt., pump + gear box and cooling radiator:
all set behind the tractor with 3-point coupling.

Knives are used for pruning in green trees, up to a maximum
of Ø 2-3 cm.
For dry pruning in trees and with branches up to Ø 6-7 cm.,
it is necessary to use saw discs, easily and quickly interchangeable.

ADVANTAGES

The mechanical pruning combines the ad-
vantages or manual pruning with those of 
intensive cultivation needs, drastically re-
ducing the labour costs.
A good pruning allows the penetration 
of light and the air circulation among the 
trees, reducing the need for pesticides 
and treatments; it facilitates the applica-
tion of herbicides and fertilizers, helps the 
movement of machinery in the orchard 
and has positive effects on the future pro-
ductivity of plants.

 

Sturdiness
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Sturdiness
and ease of use

model FLHD900

NET PROTECTION
+ LEXAN120 LT.

TANK

80 LT.
TANK

sliding

25°

 
CUTTER BAR
With double alternate blade 
L=2,50 mt

SAW DISC
FOR DRY CUTTING JOYSTICK

AND CONTROL BOX

INDEPENDENT HYDRAULIC TANKS and ACCESSORIES

SCIABOLA
KNIFE

PRUNING MACHINE 
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MACHINE 

MODEL 

N° DISCS/KNIVES CUTTING LENGTH   
(cm) N° 

ENGINES 

WEIGH
T 

(Kg.) A B C A B C 

FLHD900 
 

 

4 - - 164 - - 1 330 

5 - - 202 - - 2 350 

6 - - 240 - - 2 370 
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